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Summary: This paper develops Hyperscape participative game theoretical and methodological assumptions. As an hyper-structural ambient-dimensioned interaction system, Hyperscape constitutes a systemic way for territorial acknowledgement. An illustration of this principle presents a sound multisource analysis of soundscape from Malakoff, a district in Nantes, with using the sound atmosphere generator. Manipulation of this hypertool should provide information to evaluate sound interaction through Zipf law entropy dimensioning.

Résumé: Cet article présente les bases théoriques et méthodologiques du jeu participatif Hyperscape. Ce système de dimensionnement des interactions ambiantales vise une prise de connaissance territoriale par une méthode issue de la systémique. Pour illustrer ce principe, nous présentons une analyse multisource du paysage sonore de Malakoff (Nantes, France) en utilisant le générateur d’ambiances. Cet outil nous fournira les informations pour l’évaluation des interactions sonores par le dimensionnement de leur entropie via la loi de Zipf.
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Participative Game Informational Construction

1. INTRODUCTION

From biophysical to sociodynamical sciences, interaction laws (or, more generally, organizational principles) that emerge from the regularities in collective behaviour are most of time unilinear, as the actors teleological assumptions acts following environmental-dependent non-linear interactions [Minsky (1975)]. Their emergent properties are deeply networked to the system observers, in our case, inhabitants involved into the territorial observatory and acknowledgement process in Malakoff district, Nantes, France.

Our main hypothesis for Participative Game Informational Construction lies on supervenience principle [Davidson, (1970)], stating that mental properties and facts “supervene” on physical properties and facts. This principle edict totally disconnected laws between individual and collective behaviour processes. It assumes that subject actions are defined, on one side, by the relationships between elementary physical properties and individual representations, and, in the other side, between collective behaviours and global phenomenon manifestation. This leads us to qualify global environmental interaction set as a collection of interacting systems, showing collective behaviour at different scales, that means, for different proxemies [Woloszyn (2005)]. This observed structural organisation of the proxemical mechanisms of interactions laws will define the ambients perceptual representation system, through interaction flow organisation dimensioning [Woloszyn (2000a, 2000b)].

Therefore, ambient territory knowledge integration is enabled through the proposed Hyperscape action game process, allowed by socio-psycho-physical data feedback streaming through hypertools game-participative functions.

Thus, considered as multi-level emergent structures as for living organisms or social community structures (anthroposystems), the information flow dimensioning enables information entropy quantification. Measurement scaling law can be also deduced from the emergent characteristics of a number of hypermedia landscapes inquiries in perception.

2. INFORMATIONAL DIMENSIONING METHODOLOGY

Structural ambients deconstruction has to be referred to its reciprocal percept organisation through psychics and physics interdimensioning. Resulting psychophysical laws [Condamines (1985)] have to be articulate within micro-psycho-social concept rules [Moles (1988)], in order to model socio-ecologically valid interaction laws [Gibson (1986)].

This teleological construction uses a virtual formalisation of reality, Hyperscape play-ground, producing artefacts with territorial rules acting into the present depth. With acting into this interactive game, players would be able to interact into the virtual territory, idealization between territorial representations and projections.

2.1 Zipf law dimensioning

In order to estimate this cognitive distance between reality and imagination, we’ll use an empirical law known as “Zipf law”, named for Harvard linguistic professor George Kingsley Zipf, which models the occurrence of distinct objects in particular collections [Brookes (1968), Egghe (1991), Kunz (1988), Wyllys (1981)]. Zipf law says that the $i^{th}$ most frequent object will appear $1/i^{th}$ times the frequency of the most frequent object in the collection. Also an expression of universal regularities, this law is applied in numerous domains: in English texts word occurrence frequency [Blair (1988), Li (1992), Zipf (1932)], as well as populations of cities [Gabaix (1999), Kali (2003), Kwok Tong Soo (2002)], immune system characterization [Burgos (1996)], bibliographical classification or prediction [Fairthorne (1969), Federowicz (1982)], or cancer classification [Li (2002)]. Nevertheless, except musical [Manaris (2002), (2003), (2005)] and audio medical signal [Dellandrea (2004)] applications, we didn’t find Zipf law application for other audio domains such as soundscape acknowledgment in scientific literature. As it typically holds when the “objects” themselves have a property (such as length or size) which is modelled by an exponential distribution, we will use this method to evaluate sound entropy quantification relevant to Malakoff territory.

Zipf law states that in a tabulation of the occurrence of all words in a sufficiently comprehensive text, ranged by their frequency, will the product of rank number and frequency make up a constant. In addition will the number of different words in the vocabulary be equal to the frequency of the most common word, as seen following French text Zipf law application figure 1:
Figure 1: Frequency-rank Zipf’s law for French language [Mandelbrot (1965)]

Zipf law may be stated mathematically as:

\[ \log f_k = C - s \log k \]

where \( f_k \), the frequency of the unit (wordform or lemma) having the rank \( k \), \( s \), the exponent coefficient (near to 1 for English language word frequency distribution), and \( C \), a constant. In a logarithmic scale, Zipf law is expressed as a straight line with about –45° angle, as seen figure 1.

2.2 Zipf principle and information treatment

Zipf also provided a theoretical explanation for his law [Zipf (1949)]. He found that the law was an expression of a competition between two economic principles: "The economics of the speaker", that tend towards a reduction of the number of words in language, and "the economy of the listener", that tend to use a new word in each new linguistic act that the speaker wish to do. In all persons speaking a language fluently there is a balance and Zipf law is an indication that this balance is reached. Consequently to this assumption, Zipf suggests a way to optimize the cost of communicative transactions between speakers and listeners by wedging their relative directories, as illustrated figure 2:

Figure 2: Shannon informational scheme and “Informational impedance adaptation” : Transmitter-receiver directories fitting [Moles (1988)].

A.A. Moles called this action “Informational impedance adaptation”, acted though the apprenticeship process [Moles (1988)]. This process corresponds to an adaptative function which asymptote reveals perfect fitting between transmitter and receiver directories, that means Zipf balance is reached through a power law equal to 1.
2.3 Entropy calculation processing

Zipf power law can be read as a linear relationship when plotting data in log-log coordinates, arranging dots along a line, which reveals the structural relationship between the number of sources occurrences and their rank, leading to informational dimension expression $D_s$ as:

$$D_s = \sum_{k} p(x) \log \frac{1}{p(x)} \log k$$

where $p(x)$ is the occurrence of element $x$ of rank $k$. The numerator of this dimensional expression constitutes the entropy expression $H$, as:

$$H(x) = \sum_{p(x)} p(x) \log \frac{1}{p(x)}$$

This entropy calculation will enable transmitter-receiver directories fitting quantification of the perceived soundscape thanks to hypertools developed within the Hyperscape project.

3. APPLICATIONS TO THE HYPERSONE PARTICIPATIVE GAME FEATURES

The hypertool based on a soundscape territorial ambient sampling is presented thereafter, as an acknowledgement of the ambient sound territorialization. This ambient re-construction game pad we propose will help us to evaluate the cognitive distance between real world environments and ideal world projections ([Woloszyn & al. 2007]) through soundscape description and composition analysis.

This is the reason why our game-informational research-action approach, Hyperscape, formulates ambients through event/phenomenon homeomorphic multimedia description, in order to interact with the territorial “players”. For this aim, Hyperscape system behaviour will allow coupling physical characterisation of a specified environment (i.e. soundscapes recordings of Malakoff territories) with the corresponding cognitive representations (through environmental psychological game-inquiry process), through an ambient scene construction (namely the sound atmosphere generator presented in the theme A contribution of the present conference: "Landscapes observatory, a Tool Coproduction and Acknowledgment Participative Challenge-Games"). Technically, Hyperscapes methodologies are based on visual, sonic and textual contents, including trans-media navigation features as an on-line “clickable” media navigation process into the territorial representation, in order to constitute an useful tool which facilitates the mediation among the actors of the territory. Therefore, the corresponding hypertools exploits a specific software library, developed through various types of data (sound, video, pictures, vectorized data, text). Actually, games for territory discovering includes a landscape beat box, and a sound atmosphere generator.

3.1 An example of Sound data treatment through sound atmosphere generator hypertool exploitation

The sound atmosphere generator uses a specific way for soundscape acknowledgment, with associating a photography with the sound, in order to realize a proper representation from a neighbourhood locality with a visual support (figure 3).
Figure 3: Sound atmosphere generator functioning principle

Its goal is to allow each inhabitant to reconstruct her/his perception of the Malakoff sound atmosphere, which would recompose the global sound thanks to the sound database described herafter. This tool allows concretely to act on the neighbourhood landscapes to transform them, taking into account the different cognitive soundscape levels: background noise, ambient sounds and acoustic events. The “clicking” traceability available into HPU system afford us to keep the trace of sound data manipulation, that means, every recomposition step of the mean sound atmosphere generator is readable via a specified file. Therefore, in order to understand the neighbourhood territory representations, qualitative data will be collected to analyze the sound composition process, in respect with the temporal occurrences of the analyzed soundscape sound source composing.

3.2 Malakoff soundscape analysis

Taken as a powerful tool for environment acknowledgement evaluation, the previously mentioned Zipf competition principle can analogously be transposed to sound ambient environment, aiming to evaluate "Sound environmental economics (the transmitter)" and "Economy of the atmosphere composer (the receiver)" that will be evaluated through the sound atmosphere generator experimentation.

In an analogical way, sound sources are here considered as the soundscape words (sound items) to be analyzed, as computation of their citation order and frequency. This sound atmosphere generator data treatment will define the Zipf proximal law for each Malakoff constitutive soundscape.

Then, we will estimate soundscape informational entropy through sound event density probability distribution calculation, as mentioned before.

Ambient sound source classification is made from direct territory observation through sound recording. In order to achieve it, a soundscape database has been recorded in situ, taking the main sound atmospheres of the neighbourhood into account (figure 4).
Several series of sonic walks (purple lines), marked out by about thirty-two fixed recording points (red dots) presented in the above soundscape map, have been made to register sound sequences representing rather faithfully the districts’ various sound atmospheres. These walks allow to take a phonograph of the evolution of the Malakoff district soundscape [Schafer (1981)]. They represent to the greatest extent possible the various atmospheres that a passer-by would encounter when wandering into the urban district. Each sequence, examined through headphone audition, can therefore be described according to each of the sources occurrence frequency. These noises are then classified according to the SaCCSO methodology [Léobon (1993)], with providing six sound sources classes, constituted by elementary sonic items, indexable as following:

— the source “Urban activity”, accounting for engine noise, road traffic, transport noise and works noise,
— the source “Human presence”, relating to indications of people passing through,
— the source “Human activity”, signing the noises relating to individual activities,
— the source “Language and communication”, for really challenging messages such as set of signs, musical animation, understandable conversations,
— the source “Wildlife noise” for nature and animals sounds, referring generally to open spaces,
— and the source “background noise”, signalling indirectly the notion of calm of a soundscape [Léobon (1995)].

### 3.3 Zipf law application

After this typological construction born of soundscape source enumeration by headphone hearing, we quantify the citation occurrence of each source, in regard with its citation order. As indicated equation (1), mathematical expression of Zipf law involves the number of occurrences of a done sound source, understood as an acoustic event, and provides the relationship between the number of sound source occurrences with respect to their occurrence frequencies. Result of soundscape quantification should then provide a rank-order Zipf power law, which, compared to the power law resulting from sound atmosphere generator experimentation, should provide the informational impedance adaptation level between real and imagined soundscape. The resulting event density probability distribution will then allow information dimension computation, through relative entropy calculation of the soundscape sources.

As entropy expression (equation (3)) reveals the sharp (\(H=1\)) or low (\(H<1\)) correlation between the real sources present in the studied territory and their evocation, sound source distribution within a done environment constitutes an elementary indicator of the evocation force of a given soundscape. As a complementary result, the three “metaclasses”, background noise, ambient sounds and acoustic events, will be defined through the respective sound sources Zipf scaling values, as those lasts describe cognitive distance of soundscape elements.

Relying on a structuralist hypothesis [Moles (1990)], we claim that every soundscape can thus be described as a combination of the previous sonic items (sound sources), belonging to the three specified metaclasses, feeding the sound atmosphere generator.

### Conclusion

The interesting perspectives offered by Zipf law have led us to evaluate its pertinence for environmental sound sources classification and evaluation. Thus, Zipf competition principle can be analogously transposed to sound ambient environment perception, in order to evaluate cognitive distance between real and imaginary soundscape...
in Malakoff territory.
To do this, Zipf power-law distribution on ranked sound data enables acoustical information flow dimensioning, which will be applied on both sound atmosphere qualification through soundscape listening and sound atmosphere generator hypergame.
This way to analyse urban atmospheres may enable us to define the notions of sensible sound territory, with finding significant relationships between dimensional evaluation of a soundscape and its appreciation level through a participative ambience reconstruction game.
The global participatory approach that makes this approach possible involves the development of complex processes, touching transversely to both public and private performances, as well as individuals and cultural groups. A more complete computer-adapted knowledge and culture sharing is actually under development within Hyperscape project, implying territorial politic structures and organisations. This will experience their participation to the Malakoff urban development process, through knowledge, tools and goals sharing.
Within territorial rules integrations, intelligent territorial system HyperScape should be able to operate an ecologically valid transcription of the representations of a given territory as a collective construction in spatial terms as well as in social ones.
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